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further 50% allowed for impact increases this weight to 30 tons fo
the engine and 20 tons for each trailer. It will be understood, how
ever, that this standard might be regarded as rather stringent fo
country areas, and perhaps too little for some manufacturing centres
the restriction of heavy traffic to principal roads will largely solve thii
question
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fig 9.—standard loads for highway bridges.    (ministry
of transport.)
The series of loads is as follows .—
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The following appeared under the heading of " Highway Bridges "
in the Report on the Road Fund, 1921-22, issued by the Ministry"
of Transport; the questions raised are still of great importance :—
" A large number of schemes have been under consideration
for the improvement, strengthening, or reconstruction of high-
way bridges, many of which fall considerably short of modern
traffic requirements—witness the warning notices displayed on
the majority of these structures in the more remote parts of tjje
country.
" It is obviously desirable for a uniform standard of strength
to be applied to bridges on all the principal highways, and with
this end in view a standardized loading for highway bridges has
been prepared—see the relevant diagram. The aim has been
to ensure that any bridge, towards the cost of which a' grant is
made or a loan recommended, shall be $o designed as to carry
any traffic which may come on the road, so that &o restriction
n$£d be imposed on the use of the bridge. In deciding upon this

